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About This Game

Brief Summary

Operation Sheep Defense is a tower defense game. Your mission is to protect sheep from enemies. The enemy will try to
capture these sheep. Fight off the enemy with defensive turrets.

Unique Game Mechanics

Each level takes around 6 minutes. Progression is fast and there are no boring moments. The number of enemy units can be
huge, later levels can have over 3000 units that enter the level in under 6 minutes.

Levels are dynamic, the enemy will use bulldozers to create new roads. Enemy behaviour is not scripted, every unit and bullets is
simulated.

Gameplay

You will need every tactic you can think of, because the enemy can be very intelligent! Instead of simply choosing the shortest
path, they will try to avoid towers. They will even build new roads using bulldozers. Every level will require a different

approach. The game has over 80 balanced levels. Levels vary from large open areas, levels with multiple entrances, mazes and
small fast paced levels.

Place your towers at tactical positions in each level. In open areas you can shape the path that the enemy will have to take to get
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to the sheep. Upgrade towers to make them stronger. If a sheep has been captured, the enemy has to escape with the sheep. You
still have some time to take the enemy down.

There are seven different towers you can build. Each tower has its own strengths and weaknesses. Build small cannons for early
defense. Small cannons are cheap to build but not very effective. Build the gattling gun to fight off stronger enemies. The

gattling gun is more effective against all kinds of enemies. The rocket launcher does great damage to larger units and bosses.
The fastest enemies can be stopped best using the laser tower. To make all towers more effective, use the slowdown tower to
stall enemies. The flame thrower can be used against large enemy groups. Finally, you can use the big gun, which is slow but

incredibly powerful and can target almost the entire map.

Multiplayer

There is local multiplayer which you can play on a single screen or tv. Play the entire campaign in coop mode, or play one of the
coop missions. Many levels are adjusted and rebalanced for coop mode. For controls, choose between mouse, keyboard or any

connected gamepad. The economy can be shared, individual or reversed between players.

Features

* Campaign with 80+ Levels
* Local Multiplayer Coop

* Level Challanges
* Level Editor
* Advanced AI

* Gamepad support
* Long Range Weapons

* Pause and Fast Forward
* 7 Upgradable Towers

* 9 Sheep

Are you as the commander ready to take on this challenge?
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This one was slightly different from the first two. Of course it's the same follow waypoint to waypoint, oh this broke doing this,
fix it then back to doin that mindless \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. They did try to change things up this
round though, being the last installment. It is a bit shorter than the other two, and they switch up 2 weapons every game (game 2
was my fav with the minigun :D ). They did somehow make this game E VEN EASIER by doing a few different things. Not a
bad little story, and even though it's completely predictable the entire way through, and it makes you hate not letting you just
finish it by taking an extra 10 minutes to do a run around route haha .... but, alright, wouldn't reccomend though.. Fair Notice.
This gun is already included in the Campaign mode.

If your only playing Homefront for the single player you won't need this DLC. This shotgun can be found in the single player
like any other gun. The DLC is just for the people would would like to have this gun around for the multiplayer.. 
YAYYYYYYYYYYYYY!  Ok, wasn't that hard.

100% Achievement? Yes, within 5 mins.
Bought in a bundle sale?  Yes.
Content? Just 10 levels for achievements. There is a survival mode for those interested to play longer.
Music & Sound? *Yawn*. A lot better than you think it might be. Great experience to showcase VR to VRgins. I honestly dont
think Fervent can put a foot wrong, this is such an experience I cant even.
A lot of guessing games leave you with the answer after the first playthrough, so the second time, you know all the answers, but
with this, even if you know the answer, the answer wont necessarily apply the second time.
To sum it up, you wake up to a clone of the character: Mike being stood right in front of you, and your girlfriend comes down to
try and figure out who is real and who is the fake. There are 9 different endings. Some of them make you think that the
protagonist is the fake, some make it out like the other version of mike is the fake, but the thing is, you could be seeing it from
the perspective of the impostor or the original, and you wouldnt know the difference.
Fervent have such skill with such mind games that every time something has their name attatched I get SO excited.
Also its free, what do you have to lose.
. This game is awesome. It's in early access, so it's not perfect as you'd expect. However, it's well developed and supported by
the developers. They are quick to respond to bugs and actively working on it. I really recommend this game..
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out of the way first: Detective Grimoire is not the bonafide Professor Layton clone some may have been hoping for. Though it
shares a few similarities, and even references the top hat wearing puzzle solver at one point, where Layton focuses heavily on
brain teasers and riddles Grimoire is a pure detective game; something akin to an elaborate game of Clue crossed with an
adventure game. While I could see developer SFB Games losing some people at this point, Detective Grimoire is actually all the
better off for straying away from Nintendo's franchise and carving its own original, highly enjoyable path for itself.

Set in a swamp located in the middle of nowhere, populated by suspicious individuals, and potentially home to a mysterious and
brutal creature, a murder takes place. With little to go on, the police turn to Detective Grimoire (whose first name I never did
find out), who arrives at the scene of the crime and begins to get to work putting the pieces together of just what occurred the
night before.

And this is where you come in. When I said this was a pure detective game, I meant it quite fully, as the entire game is broken
down to finding clues, questioning suspects, and gathering evidence to eventually track down the culprit. As a result, the actual
gameplay is rather simple, and usually involves little more than asking suspect A about clue B to get clue C, and repeat this until
you've exhausted what you can get out of who you're questioning.

It's a bit dull on paper, yes, but what kept me engaged throughout the 3 or so hour story was the brilliant writing, lively
character, and dry humor and wit of Grimoire. There is a huge amount of personality in every character, every line of dialog
delivered with some truly fantastic voice work leading you one step closer to the final reveal, and the vibrant and wonderfully
animated art is just the character on top. The plot itself likely couldn't hold its own among most other whodunits, but the way
everything is presented more than makes up for the occasionally straightforward narrative and kept me entertained and guessing
right up to the very end.

Perhaps some will miss the puzzles or elaborate plot of other detective games, but I for one found Detective Grimoire's offbeat
style, basic but enjoyable sleuthing, and buckets of personality one of the more uniquely enjoyable games I've played all year. It
doesn't try to do a whole lot, but focuses its energy where it counts and makes my only real disappointment being there is not
more of it. Thankfully, if what is hinted at after the credits becomes a reality we'll be seeing more of this detective soon, and
that's definitely something to look forward to.

You can read more of my writing on Kritiqal[kritiqal.com].
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if you like mario 64 then you'll probably like this. Average bullet hell shooter but without anything to really set it apart from
better games. The warping effects are cool but no real character to any of the enemies or you for that matter. There's better stuff
out there if you're looking for this type of game. 5\/10. Buy Tropico 4 - more customization and better game mechanics

There are some nice ideas in 5 but the excecution of the overall game play is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor and
illogical too boot. You'll get quests that make people who approve of you 100% into rebels, you'll have to turn your island into a
police\/military state just to keep up with their "just for fun" attacks. Or just have them burn down random buildings - either
way it's annoying without ever really being a serious problem. It's just like why? Why raise happiness high if you need baracks
at every street just so the slow as snails troops arrive at the attacked farm\/factory in time?

Some say it's more challenging than 4 but honestly it's just as easy it's just railroading you more into the game style they want to
you to play rather than doing it how you like to play the game. Stuff that was strange in 4 - like citiziens rather chosing a shack
than walk 5 minutes to work from a free\/super cheap appartment with high living standard is still there.

Unless you have some people you desperately want to play multiplayer with, there is just no reason to buy 5.

I'm honestly giving up on getting the achievements, because it's just no fun.. Absolute genius. Genial idea. Perfect
implementation. Every bit. Idea. Sound. Design. Beautiful simplicity. I never thought after so many years of existence of
computer games it is still possible to do something this fresh.. Metal Slug lookalike with awesome techno music plus splendid
cartoon artwork. A little short though, finish it in about 1 hour.. A good game that can be finished in the span of a couple of
hours. It makes great use of surreal imagery and sound design to inspire feeling of isolation and dread. The voice acting is
surprisingly good and the plot itself is interesting albeit somewhat cliche. The combat is decent but honestly felt unnecessary as i
was able to shut down most of the robots or sneak around the rest. The game is filled with fun easter eggs and a lot of interactive
elements. The three endings are all good but one of them managed to actually crash my game. afterwards i found that my data
had been reset and while the game is fun i was not willing to run through it two more times just to see some different endings
especially considering i had already spent enough time collecting everything in the game on my first playthrough with the hope
that i could simply reload my save and get all three endings. Would recommend if you can get it cheap.. Had to buy this as soon
as it came out, I tried out all of the three songs with a bass.

so.. This time Rocksmith developers have chosen some hard and long songs for us, so prepare for Riff Repeater- marathon. Bass
part has two bass solo's on Metropolis- song and every song in this pack includes a challenge. Pull me under- might be the
easiest song in this pack, but still has some badass parts. On the backs of Angels- should be played with 5 string bass but
Rocksmith has translated it for 4- string.

I would recommend this song pack only for experienced players but other than that, 4\/5 because doesn't include Instrumedley..
this game is pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665so i dont recommend it. It was The Best Batman Game, but now it's
just a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing trash, they closed the Multiplayer mode, I bought this game to play Multiplayer and they
close it, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I even bought the Season Pass almost 2 weeks ago, and they should have posted something
before closing online mode buy 2 months. so now I can't refund even the season pass. I will never buy online games from WB
again, they are just like other shity companies who shutdown their servers for no reason, the game was made 2013, just 4 years
ago, so it's not that old yet. Why WB, WHY?

I Request a Compensation for buying the Season Pass before closing the Multiplayer Mode by a short time. at least give me
another Batman Game as a compensation. or at least make a LAN server mode in the game, where we can play only with our
family members.
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